3-in-1 Rabbit-Ear STAR

Square of paper, foil is nice.

1. CSU; FUF diagonals. Flip.
2. FUF books.
3. FUF partial kites.
4. FUF 3x short + once across. Flip.

6. Bring crease AB to top edge + FUF. Repeat opp. w/ CB

7. a) Align the long crease w/ horizon to find small center square. b) Collapse paper into double sunk preliminary fold.

8. Repeat 4-5 behind. Book-fold flaps + repeat 4-5 on remaining layers.

9. For STAR A - space the 4 long + four short vanes evenly; tilt model to upright.
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10 To continue, open long points of STAR A into rabbit-ears.

11 Stop here, or pull on 2 opposite corners X to open center.

12 To suspend from thread, open back of top ear + tape loop of thread inside. Close.